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First a joke…



IT TAKES A VILLAGE

We must model good digital citizenship



What is a Digital Citizen?

Noun
1. a person who develops the skills and knowledge to 
effectively use the Internet and other digital 
technology, especially in order to participate 
responsibly in social and civic activities:

We're teaching students how to become good digital 
citizens.

-Dictionary.com



Anyone Can Be an A.C.E.

Awareness

Communication

Safe Environment



AWARENESS



What is a “Digital Footprint”?
The electronic trail or "footprints" that we leave online, 
such as form registration, e-mails and attachments, 
uploading videos or images— all of which leaves traces 
of personal information about ourselves available to 
others online.

Social media is a variety of tools and methods for interacting 
and communicating with others online. Some popular social 
media tools include Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat, 
and Musical.ly.  

What is Social Media?



SOCIAL MEDIA



Facebook
• Launched in Feb.

2004
• 2.01 billion users
• Update status, 

share photos, 
videos, events

• Launched in October 
2010

• 700 million users
• Owned by Facebook
• Share photos and 

videos with followers
• Rated 12+ in iTunes 

Store

Instagram



• Launched in 
March 2006

• 328 million 
Twitter users

• Instant news 
and 
information

• Launched September 
2011

• 150 million users
• Take photos, record 

videos, add text and 
drawings, and send 
them followers

• ‘Snaps’ disappear 
after a designated 
time

• Rated 12+ in iTunes 
Store

Twitter SnapChat



Musical.ly
• Launched in 2014
• 130 million users 
• Users create lip sync-style videos set to 

popular music
• Videos are up to 60 seconds
• All accounts are public by default (can set it to 

private)
• Profiles are always public
• Rated 12+ in iTunes Store



Terms of Service:

A Web document found on a company or organization's Web site that
details the type of personally identifiable information the company
collects about its site visitors, how the information is used —
including who it may be shared with — and how users can control the
information that is gathered.

The rules a person or organization must observe in order to use a
service. Generally legally binding unless it violates federal or local
laws, the terms of service agreement (TOS) may change from time to
time, and it is the responsibility of the service provider to notify its
users of any such change.

Privacy Policy:





The Fine Print: Instagram



The Fine Print: Snapchat

Terms of Service:

Message Deletion and Retention:



The Fine Print: Musical.ly



The Fine Print: Musical.ly



The Fine Print: Musical.ly



CYBERBULLYING



What is Cyberbullying?

Intention to harm
Repeated over time
Imbalance of power

But … with ELECTRONICS



What Adults Can Do About Cyberbullying

• Reassure your child that you love and support him or 
her.

• Help your child step away from the computer or device 
and take a break.

• If you can identify the bully, consider talking with the 
parents.

• Consider contacting your kid's school. If bullying is 
happening online, it might be happening offline, too.

• Empower your kid with specific steps he or she can 
take.



What Children Can Do About Cyberbullying

Tell a trusted adult.
Parent, teacher, principal, counselor, coach, grandparent, family friend…

Do not respond to any of the bully’s messages, posts, or 
emails. 
Bullies are often seeking a reaction …….don’t give them one.

Block the bully. 
Use the settings of each program to block someone. Ask an adult to help. 

Use online tools to report the bully. 
Websites have easy and anonymous ways to report cyberbullying. Ask an 
adult to help you report someone who is bullying you. 

Keep evidence of all communications. 
Show an adult any images or messages that make you feel uncomfortable. 

Stop and Think Before You Click



COMMUNICATION



General information
Know all of your child’s passwords
Talk honestly with your child about what is personal 

information (full name, school, address, birthday)

Teach about permanency and privacy
• You can’t control where or to whom your information is sent
• Once on the Internet, always on the

Internet
• Understand location services and

geotagging

Communication



Communication

Create online rules
How long can your child be online?  When?
Who can they talk to?
Explain the consequences of breaking digital rules

Become a tech-positive parent
Think about your own relationship with devices and set a 

positive tone
Teach and model respect for other people’s boundaries in 

a digital world; ask for permission before sharing



Communication

Expand your own cyber knowledge
Go to the app or websites your kids visit:

• learn the pros and cons
• explore them with your child
• ask questions!

Read the Terms of Service and Privacy Policy for 
websites and apps that your children use

Discuss how to create strong passwords and 
screen names



Password Suggestions
Make passwords eight or more characters
Try not to use dictionary words as your passwords
Include letters, numbers, and symbols
Change your password at least every six months
Don't use your nickname, phone number, address, or birthday 

as your password

Ideas For Creating a Strong Password
Use the first letter of each word from a sentence.

Ex. I like to eat pepperoni pizza all the time. ilteppatt24
Replace numbers for letters.  

Ex. BigGr3yE1ephant



Screen Name Suggestions
Avoid using a real name
Skip personal details (no birthdays, addresses, 

or phone numbers)
Consider a screen name's effect on others 

(make sure it's readable and inoffensive)
Examples: SpaceFace, SkateBoarder, Pinky, 

PandaPal



SAFE ENVIRONMENT



Safe Environment

Laptop:
• Mac Parental 

Controls
• Google- Safe Search
• YouTube- Restricted 

Mode

Mobile Device:
• Guided Access
• Restrictions
• App settings
• YouTube Kids app

Learn about Parental Controls and Settings



Mac OS: Parental Controls



Mac OS: Parental Controls



Mac OS: Parental Controls



Parental Controls for Other Devices

Look for articles by using these 
search terms:
Parental control for Windows
Parental control for Android
Parental controls for Chromebook
Parental controls for Kindle Fire



Google Safe Search

With SafeSearch on, sexually explicit video and images will be 
filtered from Google Search results pages, along with results 
that might link to explicit content

SafeSearch can be locked and used on multiple browsers and 
devices



YouTube- Restricted Mode

Uses community flagging, age-restrictions, and other signals to 
identify and filter out inappropriate content

Needs to be enabled for each browser on your computer
You can lock Restricted Mode if you want it to stay enabled for 

anyone using that browser.



Mobile Devices: iOS Guided Access



Mobile Devices: iOS Restrictions



Mobile Devices: iOS Restrictions



App Settings

Many apps have features that parents can 
control

Look for a gear icon, Settings, Options, 
or a ‘Parents Zone’



LEARNING MORE



LMSD Website: Elementary Family Resources



LMSD Website: Internet Safety



Tech It Out! Newsletter



CommonSenseMedia.org



Common Sense Media App



SUMMARY



Anyone Can Be an A.C.E.

Awareness

Communication

Safe Environment



QUESTIONS
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